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The foundation of
an integration solution

Now that we’ve discussed the basics of Mule and ServiceMix, it’s time to examine
the foundational elements of a full integration solution: integration logic and mes-
sage flows. 

 Integration logic is simply the logic you need to build your integration solution.
Open source ESBs provide a lot of functionality out of the box, but most solutions
need additional logic. This additional logic may involve something as simple as
changing the content of an incoming message, but it can be as complex as includ-
ing validation rules for EDI messages. One of the great features of open source ESBs
is that implementing logic for your integration solution is fairly easy.

 Writing components for specific integration logic is similar to writing compo-
nents for Java or JEE applications. Open source ESBs such as Mule and ServiceMix
are developed to make it as simple as possible to “click” your Java components in
an integration solution. Because there’s no large set of requirements, your Java

In this chapter:
■ Implementing integration logic 
■ Using Spring with Mule and ServiceMix
■ Understanding message flows
■ Introducing Spring Integration
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components can remain independent of specific Mule and ServiceMix classes. We
look at the implementation of integration logic with Mule in section 4.1 and with
ServiceMix in section 4.2.

 Naturally, the development of integration logic isn’t enough to get your integra-
tion solution running. To be able to implement an integration solution within an
open source ESB, you must combine integration logic and functionality that’s offered
out of the box in so-called message flows. A message flow can be viewed as the final
deliverable for an integration problem. Because the concept of a message flow is criti-
cal to understanding how you develop integration solutions, we look at the theory of
message flows in section 4.3. Then we illustrate the theory with an example of a mes-
sage flow for Mule in section 4.4 and for ServiceMix in section 4.5.

 Let’s kick off this chapter with a discussion on implementing your own integration
logic with Mule.

4.1 Implementing integration logic with Mule
When you want to implement an integration solution with Mule, you can utilize all the
out-of-the-box functionality that Mule provides. Don’t make the mistake of underesti-
mating this rich set of functionality, but implementing complex enterprise integration
scenarios will require some custom logic. As you’ll see in this section, applying custom
logic with Mule is simple.

4.1.1 Creating a logging solution with Mule

Let’s begin with developing a component that logs an incoming message to the con-
sole with the popular logging framework Log4j. Logging functionality is also provided
out of the box with the LogComponent class, but this is a good starting point to learn
about the development of custom logic in Mule. First, we have to develop the Java
class that does the actual logging (see listing 4.1).

package esb.chapter4.component.simple;

import org.apache.log4j.Logger;

public class SimpleComponent {

  private final static Logger logger =           
      Logger.getLogger(SimpleComponent.class);  

  public void accept(String payload) {         
    logger.info("received payload " + payload);
  }
}

Well, this isn’t hard, is it? The SimpleComponent class defines a Log4j Logger class
instance B that can be used to log the incoming message. There’s just one method,
accept C, that receives one String parameter logged to the console with the Log4j
logger instance. As you can see, this Java class has no dependency to any Mule class at

Listing 4.1 Simple logging implementation

 B

 C
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all. To be able to use our custom logic with Mule, we must define a Mule configuration
that makes use of the SimpleComponent class. 

 The Mule configuration has to include a service definition with a component ele-
ment that points to the SimpleComponent class we’ve just created. But before we can
create the Mule configuration, we have to choose which transport protocol we’ll
define for incoming messages. For this simple example, we use the so-called stdio
Mule transport, which is able to accept command-line user input. Now we can com-
plete the Mule configuration for our logging example (see listing 4.2).

<mule xmlns="http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/core/2.0"
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xmlns:stdio="http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/stdio/2.0"
  xsi:schemaLocation="
    http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/core/2.0  
      http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/core/2.0/mule.xsd
    http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/stdio/2.0 
      http://www.mulesource.org/schema/mule/stdio/2.0/mule-stdio.xsd">

  <stdio:connector name="inConnector"
      promptMessage="Enter a statement"/>

  <model name="SimpleExample">
    <service name="SimpleComponent">                                     
      <inbound>
        <stdio:inbound-endpoint system="IN"   
            connector-ref="inConnector"/>
      </inbound>

      <component                                                    
          class="esb.chapter4.component.simple.SimpleComponent"/> 
    </service>
  </model>
</mule>

The main part of the Mule configuration in listing 4.2 is the component element C.
Here we define the implementation class that will handle messages arriving at the
defined inbound endpoint B. As you can see, the SimpleComponent that we created
in listing 4.1 is configured as the implementation class. The inbound router contains
an endpoint definition that uses a standard IO (stdio) connector. This connector
accepts messages from the command-line equivalent to System.in. The input mes-
sages consist of the user’s responses to the message ”Enter a statement,” which is con-
figured on the connector definition.

 With the Mule configuration ready, we can execute this simple logging example.
You have to use the Ant build file in the resources/chapter4 directory of Mule’s work-
space in this book’s source code. Run the component Ant target that’s available in the
ch4-examples.xml Ant build file to construct a JAR file with the Mule configuration file
in listing 4.2 and a compiled SimpleComponent class. The component Ant target also
deploys the JAR file to the lib/user directory in the Mule distribution so the example

Listing 4.2 The command-line Mule configuration: mule-config.xml

 B

 C
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is available in the Mule classpath when Mule is started. At this point, from the com-
mand line you can run the example with the component script file (component.bat or
component.sh) that’s available in the resources/chapter4/component directory of
the source code. 

When Mule is started and the “Enter a statement” line appears in the console, you can
provide a statement. The same message is logged with Log4j to the console as imple-
mented in the SimpleComponent class.

 This means that we’ve developed a very simple custom logic component, and we’ve
also been able to run this component within Mule. You may be wondering how Mule
is able to call the accept method in the SimpleComponent class; we haven’t instructed
Mule to call this method. Here’s the answer: Mule uses reflection to determine the
correct method to invoke. Since our implementation has only one method, this seems
to be pretty simple, right? 

 Mule tries to find the proper entry point (i.e., method) based on the payload type
of the incoming message. Our SimpleComponent implementation has a method that
accepts a String parameter, and this corresponds with the payload type of the
Stream provider (stdio connector) configured as an inbound router. If we change
the String parameter into an int parameter and rerun the example, we get a
NoSatisfiableMethodsException, meaning that no entry point can be determined
for our SimpleComponent.

 Or suppose we define two methods in the SimpleComponent class with the same
parameter(s). We can, for example, duplicate the accept method and rename the cop-
ied method to deny. When we rerun the example, Mule throws a TooManySatisfiable-
MethodsException. Therefore, be sure you carefully implement the proper entry points.

 Mule provides other options for invoking the component’s methods. If you use the
org.mule.api.lifecycle.Callable interface, you’ll need to include the onCall
method. The onCall method will always be invoked if the component uses the
Callable interface, so no reflection is used in that case. Another way to work with the
method invocation logic is to specify the method to invoke in the endpoint URI. So if
we have a component B with an inbound router that has a virtual machine (VM)
inbound endpoint with path value componentB, we can invoke a specific method on
component B. What’s needed is an outbound router on, say, component A, with a VM
endpoint that has a path value of componentB?method=methodABC. This means that

Running the example from the command line
Because of a conflict between using the stdio connector and running a Java pro-
gram with Ant, we have to start Mule from the command line for the examples that
involve the stdio connector. The stdio connector isn’t able to accept user input
when running Mule via an Ant startup script. When we start Mule with the standard
mule.bat or mule.sh script file in the bin directory of the Mule distribution, the stdio
connector works just fine.
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the method methodABC is invoked on component B. The method invocation logic is
quite flexible, and you can adapt it to fit your needs.

 In addition to the Callable interface and the specification of the method name,
Mule provides so-called entry point resolvers. In chapter 2 we mentioned a number
of these entry point resolvers. If you want another option for resolving entry points,
you can always implement your own logic by implementing Mule’s EntryPoint-
Resolver interface.

 Because the entry point is, by default, determined based on the payload type of the
incoming message, we seem to have a dependency between the transport provider
and the custom logic implementation. But as you may recall, Mule provides trans-
formers, which can be used to transform the payload of an incoming message to the
expected payload type of the custom logic implementation. Mule offers a number of
transformers out of the box with specific transport provider implementations, such as
the JMSMessageToObject transformer for the JMS transport provider and the FileTo-
String transformer for the File transport provider. You can even define your own
transformer, as you’ll see next. 

4.1.2 Developing a custom transformer with Mule
Suppose that instead of a string, we want to use the Integer message type in the
SimpleComponent class’s accept method. There’s no default transformer to transform
a string to an integer in Mule, so we have to develop our own StringToInteger trans-
former. So our accept method declaration changes to this:

public void accept(Integer payload) {

Mule defines an AbstractTransformer class that you can extend to implement your
own transformer. We can use this abstract class for the implementation of the String-
ToInteger class (see listing 4.3).

package esb.chapter4.component.transformer;
import org.mule.api.transformer.TransformerException;
import org.mule.transformer.AbstractTransformer;

public class StringToInteger extends AbstractTransformer {   

  protected Object doTransform(Object payload, String encoding) 
          throws TransformerException {
    String strPayload = (String) payload;   
    try {
      return Integer.valueOf(strPayload);   
    } catch(Exception e) {
      throw new TransformerException(this, e);
    }
  }
}

In listing 4.3, the StringToInteger custom transformer extends the Abstract-
Transformer abstract class B provided by Mule. Our transformer is thus forced to

Listing 4.3 Implementation of the StringToInteger transformer

 B

 C

 D
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implement the doTransform method. Because we know that in cases where this trans-
former will be used the message payload will be of type String, we can just cast the
standard payload type object to a string C. We also expect that the payload is a num-
ber, and therefore we create an integer object out of the string payload right away D.
When this conversion fails, we simply return a TransformerException that will con-
tain the NumberFormatException.

 We can now use our just created transformer in a Mule configuration similar to list-
ing 4.2, but this one expects the user to provide a number via the console. Listing 4.4
shows this new Mule configuration.

<mule>
  <stdio:connector name="inConnector"
      promptMessage="Enter a number"/>

  <custom-transformer name="StringToInteger"                       
      class="esb.chapter4.component.transformer.StringToInteger"/>

  <model name="SimpleIntExample">
    <service name="SimpleIntComponent">
      <inbound>
        <stdio:inbound-endpoint system="IN"
            connector-ref="inConnector">
          <transformer ref="StringToInteger"/>   
        </stdio:inbound-endpoint>
      </inbound>
      <component 
        class="esb.chapter4.component.transformer.SimpleIntComponent"/>
    </service>
  </model>
</mule>

Notice in listing 4.4 that we left out the namespace configuration for the mule ele-
ment. This is just for convenience; you can check listing 4.2 for the full namespace
definition. The new Mule configuration begins by registering our custom transformer
that we described in listing 4.3 b. The rest is similar to the previous example shown
in figure 4.1, except for the definition of the registered transformer on the endpoint
of the inbound router C. The transformer element on the inbound endpoint lets
you register a number of transformers that must be applied before invoking the Java
class SimpleIntComponent (shown in the following code snippet):

public class SimpleIntComponent {

private final static Logger logger = 
    Logger.getLogger(SimpleIntComponent.class);

public void accept(Integer payload) {
    logger.info("received payload " + payload);
  }
}

Listing 4.4 Mule configuration for the simple logging example with a transformer

 B

 C
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You can build this example using the component-transformer target in the ch4-
examples Ant build file that we also used in the previous example. The component-
transformer Ant target builds the JAR file with the Mule configuration and the Java
classes, and then copies this JAR file to the Mule lib/user directory. You can run Mule
by executing the intcomponent script. The Mule server is started with the configura-
tion shown in listing 4.4. When you respond with a number to the “Enter a number”
prompt, you’ll see that the number is logged to the console. If you respond with a
non-number, Mule will log a transformer exception to the console. This behavior
works as expected with the StringToInteger transformer, shown in listing 4.3.

 You’ve already implemented two integration logic components in just a few pages,
and you saw how easy it is to build your own components within Mule. Now let’s look
at using the Spring Framework to build our components.

4.1.3 Integrating Mule and Spring

In the previous examples we haven’t yet utilized the Spring functionality to, for exam-
ple, inject beans. So let’s develop a simple addition to the logging example of listing 4.2
and configure a few possible responses to user input. We’ll utilize Spring dependency
injection for this purpose. 

 We need a Java class that’s able to hold a collection of responses and that can
determine the proper response based on the user input. To implement this neatly, we
also need an interface that this Java class implements. Listing 4.5 shows this interface,
ResponseOptionsIF, and the implementation class, ResponseOptions.

public interface ResponseOptionsIF {
  public String getResponseOption(String word);   
}

public class ResponseOptions implements ResponseOptionsIF {
  private Map<String, String> options;                      

  public String getResponseOption(String word) {   
    if(options.containsKey(word)) {
      return options.get(word);
    } else {
      return options.get("other");
    }
  }

  public void setOptions(Map<String, String> options) {
    this.options = options;
  }
}

In listing 4.5, the ResponseOptionsIF interface defines one method b that returns
a response to the user input. In the implementation class, ResponseOptions, a Map
with the name options C is defined that’s able to hold a number of key/value pairs,

Listing 4.5 Java interface and class that return a response to a given user input

 B

 C

 D
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where the key is the user input and the value is the corresponding response. The little
piece of logic to return the proper response to the user input is implemented in the
getResponseOption method D.

 To use ResponseOptions, we have to adjust the component implementation from
listing 4.1 a bit. In the previous examples, the component implementation didn’t
return a response. For this example, we need to return the response determined in
the ResponseOptions class (see listing 4.6).

public class SimpleSpringComponent {
  private ResponseOptionsIF responseOptions;   

  public String generateResponse(String word) {
    return responseOptions.getResponseOption(word);   
  }

  public void setResponseOptions(           
        ResponseOptionsIF responseOptions) {
    this.responseOptions = responseOptions;
  }
}

As you can see in listing 4.6, this class isn’t difficult to understand. The important part
is that there’s no dependency to the ResponseOptions implementation class but only to
the ResponseOptionsIF interface b. Therefore, the SimpleSpringComponent doesn’t
know which implementation class it will invoke when the getResponseOption method
is called C. This is a great way to reduce the coupling between these classes. The
ResponseOptions class reference will be injected by Spring via the setResponse-
Options method D. This all happens automatically, so you don’t need to do any addi-
tional coding for this.

 The remaining part of our simple Spring example is the Mule configuration.
We need to add the ResponseOptions configuration and an outbound router to
give the response back to the user via the console. Listing 4.7 contains the full
Mule configuration.

<mule>
  <stdio:connector name="inConnector"
      promptMessage="Enter a word"/>         

  <spring:bean id="responseBean"                               
        class="esb.chapter4.component.spring.ResponseOptions"> 
    <spring:property name="options">
      <spring:map>
        <spring:entry key="EAI"                       
             value="Where have you been lately?"/>    
        <spring:entry key="XML" value="The lingua franca!"/>
      </spring:map>

Listing 4.6 Component implementation using ResponseOptions

Listing 4.7 Mule configuration of the Spring example

 B

 C

 D

Defines response
options bean

 B

Sets value in 
options map

 C
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    </spring:property>
  </spring:bean>

  <spring:bean id="simpleBean"
        class="esb.chapter4.component.spring.SimpleSpringComponent">
    <spring:property name="responsOptions" ref="responseBean"/>
  </spring:bean>

  <model name="SimpleSpringExample">
    <service name="SimpleSpringComponent">
      <inbound>
        <stdio:inbound-endpoint system="IN"/>
      </inbound>
      <component 
          <spring-object bean="simpleBean"/>   
      </component>
      <outbound>
        <outbound-pass-through-router>
          <stdio:outbound-endpoint system="OUT"/>   
        </outbound-pass-through-router>
      </outbound>
    </service>
  </model>
</mule>

The Mule configuration may seem somewhat large at first, but we also implement
quite a bit of functionality here. First, we define a Spring bean with the spring:bean
element that configures the ResponseOptions class b. The spring prefix points to
the namespace of the Spring Framework defined at the root element mule. To keep
the example readable we left out the namespaces, but you can look in the book’s
source code to see the entire configuration. As part of the response option bean defi-
nition, we configure the content of the options map. With Spring we can fill a Map
instance with several key/value pairs C. To trim the configuration, we include only
two possible user inputs and corresponding responses in listing 4.7. 

 The SimpleSpringComponent class defined as a Spring bean can be referenced in
the component implementation with the spring-object element D. As you can see,
it’s easy to use a Spring bean as the implementation of the component part of a Mule
service. The last part of our configuration shows an outbound router that passes the
response value of the SimpleSpringComponent class to the console E.

 To build and deploy this example to Mule, run the component-spring target in the
ch4-examples Ant build file. You can then run this example with the springcomponent
script (as we also did in the previous examples in this section). When Mule is started,
enter a word in the console—for example, enter “EAI” and Mule should then respond
with “Where have you been lately?” We’ve now explored three simple examples that use
custom logic within Mule. Notice that it’s not hard to include custom functionality and
that you can easily use Spring functionality in your Mule configuration. Let’s take a
look at the possibilities for applying custom logic in ServiceMix.

Refers to 
Spring bean D

Defines response 
destination E
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4.2 Implementing integration logic with ServiceMix
Let’s begin with a simple example similar to the first example in section 4.1.1. We imple-
ment a small piece of custom logic that just logs the content of the incoming message
to the console with Log4j. However, we select another transport protocol for the incom-
ing message, as ServiceMix has no stdio binding component capable of reading user
input from a console. So we use the JMS transport protocol for the incoming messages.

 An important difference with Mule is that the message format in ServiceMix is XML.
The JBI specification and, in particular, the normalized message router are based on
the WSDL and XML standards. Therefore, we use XML messages in these examples.

 Because ServiceMix consists of binding components (BCs) and service engines
(SEs), we first have to decide which JBI component we’re going to use to implement
the simple logging functionality. Because we want this example to be simple, a POJO
implementation is the best choice. ServiceMix offers two POJO SEs: servicemix-bean
and servicemix-jsr181. Both SEs are suited to show the logging example, but the
servicemix-bean SE gives us better insight into the message exchange within Service-
Mix. So we implement our example with the servicemix-bean SE.

4.2.1 Creating a logging service assembly for ServiceMix

Now let’s tackle the actual coding. When using the MessageExchangeListener inter-
face provided by ServiceMix, the entry point for the Java class that we need to imple-
ment is the onMessageExchange method. The downside is that our Java class isn’t a
real POJO anymore, and there is a dependency to the ServiceMix framework. But for
now let’s ignore this, and start implementing the logging functionality in listing 4.8.

public class SimpleComponent extends ComponentSupport 
        implements MessageExchangeListener {   

  private final static Logger logger = 
      Logger.getLogger(SimpleComponent.class);
  private SourceTransformer sourceTransformer = 
      new SourceTransformer();
  @Resource
  private DeliveryChannel channel;   

  public void onMessageExchange(MessageExchange exchange) 
          throws MessagingException {
    NormalizedMessage message = getInMessage(exchange);   
    try {
      logger.info("received payload " + 
          sourceTransformer.toString(message.getContent()));
    } catch(TransformerException e) {
      logger.error("error while reading payload", e);
    }
    exchange.setStatus(ExchangeStatus.DONE);
    channel.send(exchange);   
  }
}

Listing 4.8 A simple logging example with the servicemix-bean service engine

Implements interface 
for simple entry point B

Injects channel C

Gets incoming 
message D

Finalizes message 
exchange E
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In listing 4.8, the SimpleComponent class implements the MessageExchangeListener

b interface to produce a simple entry point for the message exchange with the
onMessageExchange method. The ComponentSupport abstract class is the parent class,
because this class provides convenience methods for working with the JBI message
exchange. The servicemix-bean SE provides a way to inject the channel into the
bean implementation C. For in-only exchanges, as we have in this example, this does
nothing more than finalize the exchange and inform consumers that the exchange
is over E. In the onMessageExchange method implementation, we first have to
obtain the incoming message of the exchange. Because the SimpleComponent class
extends the ComponentSupport abstract class, we can easily retrieve the incoming
message with the getInMessage method D. The content of this message is logged
with Log4j to the console.

4.2.2 Creating service units and a service assembly

With the implementation of the SimpleComponent class ready, we’ve finished the Java
part of this simple logging example. What we have skipped so far, for convenience rea-
sons, is the project structure. As you already saw in previous chapters, the connection
between the JMS BC and the SimpleComponent servicemix-bean SE can be config-
ured in several ways. We use the JBI-compliant approach to structure the distribution,
using a service assembly and several service units. Figure 4.1 shows the simple-sa ser-
vice assembly that we use for the logging example. 

 The simple-sa service assembly consists of two service units, as shown in figure 4.1.
The SimpleComponent class from listing 4.8 is part of the simple-bean-su service
unit. The other service unit, simple-jms-su, configures the JMS transport provider for
the incoming message. Both service units have an xbean.xml file that configures the

Figure 4.1 The service 
assembly for the simple 
logging example consists 
of two service units, and 
the simple-bean-su 
consists of the 
SimpleComponent 
logging implementation.
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JMS BC and the servicemix-bean SE. This includes the configuration of the relation-
ship between the JMS queue for the incoming message and the Java class that will be
invoked when a message arrives at that queue. When the simple-sa service assembly is
deployed to the ServiceMix container, the simple-jms-su service unit is deployed to
work with the servicemix-jms BC and the simple-bean-su service unit works together
with the servicemix-bean SE.
DEFINING THE PROJECT STRUCTURE

Fortunately, we can create the service assembly and the service units by using an Ant
build file or a Maven plug-in provided by ServiceMix. The only thing we have to do is
structure the project in such a way that this Ant build file or Maven plug-in is able to
create the actual service assembly distribution. 

As explained in the previous callout, we use Ant to build and deploy the examples in
this book. The project structure for the simple-sa service assembly is shown in fig-
ure 4.2. Note that the project structure of the other examples in the book use the
same structure of service unit directories and XBean configuration files.

 The project structure shown in figure 4.2 can be found in the ServiceMix code dis-
tribution for this book. The component directory is the starting point for the project
structure of the simple-sa service assembly. In the jbi.xml file of the component
directory, the service assembly’s structure is defined, as you can see in the following
code snippet:

<jbi xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jbi" version="1.0">
  <service-assembly>

Using an Ant- or Maven-based project structure
Because ServiceMix provides both an Ant- and a Maven-based build procedure to
create service units and service assemblies and to deploy the distribution to the
ServiceMix container, we have to choose between these two build procedures for
our examples. Maven is growing in popularity and provides a great way to deal with
library dependencies; Ant is a build tool that has been around for quite some time
and is integrated quite nicely in IDEs like Eclipse and NetBeans. 

The downside of using Maven to build the ServiceMix distributions is, simply said,
the time it takes to create the distribution and to deploy it to the ServiceMix con-
tainer. The Ant build for ServiceMix takes considerably less time and works just
fine for the build and deploy task. Therefore, we decided to use an Ant-based build
procedure for our examples, although we know that not everybody will agree with
our decision. 

Note that our choice doesn’t impact the implementation of the examples; the
implementation with a Maven-based build structure would include the same config-
uration files, except for the jbi.xml file generated only by Maven. Therefore, you can
structure the examples in such a way that you can use Maven for the build and
deploy task just as easily.
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    <identification>
      <name>simple-sa</name>
      <description>OS ESBs - ServiceMix - Simple - SA</description>
    </identification>
    <service-unit>
      <identification>
        <name>simple-jms-su</name>
        <description>simple-jms-su</description>
      </identification>
      <target>
        <artifacts-zip>simple-jms-su.zip</artifacts-zip>
        <component-name>servicemix-jms</component-name>
      </target>
    </service-unit>
    <service-unit>
      <identification>
        <name>simple-bean-su</name>
        <description>simple-bean-su</description>
      </identification>
      <target>
        <artifacts-zip>simple-bean-su.zip</artifacts-zip>
        <component-name>servicemix-bean</component-name>
      </target>
    </service-unit>
  </service-assembly>
</jbi>

This jbi.xml file will be processed by the ServiceMix container to inspect the contents
of the service assembly. Therefore, the jbi.xml file has to be part of the service assem-
bly distribution file. The configuration of the service units is implemented with the
xbean.xml files, as we see in more detail in the next section. ch4-examples.xml is an
Ant build file for building and deploying the examples in chapter 4; you can also start
the ServiceMix container with this file.

Figure 4.2 Project structure for the simple-sa 
service assembly used by the ch4-examples Ant 
build file to create the distribution that can be 
deployed to ServiceMix
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CONFIGURING THE SERVICE UNITS

Now let’s go back to the logging example. We have yet to discuss the configuration
of the service units in the xbean.xml files. When we want to execute our simple log-
ging example, the first configuration we have to implement is the JMS queue for
the incoming message. In the xbean.xml file shown in listing 4.9, the JMS end-
points are configured.

<beans xmlns:jms="http://servicemix.apache.org/jms/1.0"
       xmlns:esb="http://esbinaction.com/examples">

  <jms:consumer service="esb:simpleConsumer"   
       endpoint="simpleEndpoint"
       targetService="esb:simpleComponent"   
       destinationName="simple.input"            
       connectionFactory="#connectionFactory"/>

  <bean id="connectionFactory"                              
      class="org.apache.activemq.ActiveMQConnectionFactory">
    <property name="brokerURL" value="tcp://localhost:61616" />
  </bean>
</beans>

The configuration of the JMS queue for the incoming messages of our logging exam-
ple is implemented with the jms:consumer element B. The queue name is config-
ured with the destinationName attribute and has a value of simple.input D.
Because the endpoint is implemented as a consumer, it will listen for messages arriv-
ing at the simple.input queue. The connection factory used to connect to this queue
is configured separately as a Spring bean, and points to the ActiveMQ broker that is
part of ServiceMix E.

 But what has to be done with the incoming messages? Well, the target destination
for incoming messages is configured with the targetService attribute C. The desti-
nation for the incoming message is the simpleComponent service, which is configured
in the http://esbinaction.com/examples namespace. The destination values corre-
spond to the configuration of simple-bean-su, as shown in listing 4.10.

<beans xmlns:bean="http://servicemix.apache.org/bean/1.0"
       xmlns:esb="http://esbinaction.com/examples">

  <bean id="simpleBean"                                   
      class="esb.chapter4.component.SimpleComponent" /> 

  <bean:endpoint service="esb:simpleComponent"   
      endpoint="simpleEndpoint" 
      bean="#simpleBean"/>
</beans>

Notice that the service value of the bean:endpoint C matches the targetService
value of the jms:consumer shown in listing 4.9. The bean:endpoint simply links the

Listing 4.9 ServiceMix configuration for the simple-jms-su service unit

Listing 4.10 ServiceMix configuration for the simple-bean-su service unit
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endpoint to a JavaBean implementation with id simpleBean B—in our case, the
SimpleComponent class in listing 4.8. 

 We’ve now implemented all the pieces that accept a message from the simple.
input queue, forward it to the SimpleComponent Java class, and log the message with
Log4j to the console. All we have to do now is deploy the simple-sa service assembly
to ServiceMix.
DEPLOYING AND TESTING THE LOGGING SOLUTION

The first step to deploy the service assembly is to start ServiceMix. As you’ll recall from
previous chapters, you must start the ServiceMix container with the default target in
the Ant build file of this chapter (the ch4-examples.xml file).

 Once you’ve started ServiceMix, you’re ready to build and deploy the logging ser-
vice assembly. Run the deploy-simple target in the ch4-examples.xml Ant build file.
The service assembly is now deployed in the ServiceMix container, and the JMS and
Bean service units are deployed to the corresponding JMS BC and Bean SE. This means
that we are now ready to test the logging example. There are two options here; the first
is to use the SimpleComponentTest JUnit test available in the source distribution in the
test directory in the package esb.chapter4.component.test. The other option is to
use the Swing test client application accompanying this book (see appendix F for more
information) to put a message in the simple.input queue of the ActiveMQ broker.
Regardless of the choice you make, you should see a logging statement in the Service-
Mix console that displays the content of the message you’ve sent. If you use the JUnit
test class provided in the source distribution, you should see the following log message:

INFO - SimpleComponent - received payload 
<hello>world</hello>

If you see this message in the ServiceMix console, this means you have successfully
completed the simple logging example. Let’s now enhance this example a bit and
include an example of Spring integration with the JavaBan component. The Spring
integration with ServiceMix is provided automatically, because the ServiceMix config-
uration uses the Spring configuration. In the xbean.xml examples in listings 4.9 and
4.10, you can see that the root element name is beans. This element belongs to the
Spring bean configuration namespace. In the next section, we see how Spring can be
used with ServiceMix.

4.2.3 Integrating ServiceMix and Spring

We can easily enhance the simple logging example of section 4.2.1 with Spring func-
tionality without doing a lot of extra work. In the source code for chapter 4, as shown
in figure 4.2, the Spring example is already added to the xbean.xml files of the
simple-jms-su and simple-bean-su service units. In the JMS configuration we add
another endpoint definition that listens to another queue, simpleSpring.input, and
forwards the incoming message to another service, simpleSpringComponent. The rest
of the JMS configuration is the same as in listing 4.9. For the Spring example, we cre-
ate a separate Java component, SimpleSpringComponent, shown in listing 4.11.
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public class SimpleSpringComponent extends ComponentSupport
        implements MessageExchangeListener {

  private final static Logger logger = 
      Logger.getLogger(SimpleSpringComponent.class);
  private SourceTransformer sourceTransformer = 
      new SourceTransformer();
  @Resource
  private DeliveryChannel channel;
  private ResponseOptionsIF responseOptions;   

  public void onMessageExchange(MessageExchange exchange) 
        throws MessagingException {
    Element payloadElem = null;
    try {
      Source contentSource = getInMessage(
          exchange).getContent();
      payloadElem = sourceTransformer.toDOMElement(   
          contentSource);                           
      String word = payloadElem.getTextContent();
      String response = responseOptions.getResponseOption(word);       
      exchange.setStatus(ExchangeStatus.DONE);
      logger.info("for word " + word " + 
          " response is " + response);
      channel.send(exchange);
    } catch(Exception e) {
      logger.error("error while reading payload", e);
    }
  }

  public void setResponseOptions(   
        ResponseOptionsIF responseOptions) {
    this.responseOptions = responseOptions;
  }
}

The SimpleSpringComponent implementation is similar to the one for Simple-
Component in listing 4.8. There are, however, a few important differences. The Response-
OptionsIF and ResponseOptions classes used in the Mule example and shown in
listing 4.5 are also used for this ServiceMix example. The ResponseOptions class is
injected by Spring according to the configuration that we discuss in listing 4.12 B, E.
Because we need to pass an incoming text message to the injected ResponseOptions
class instance, the incoming message is transformed to a DOM element C. With the
DOM element, we can easily get the value of the element with the getTextContent
method. Because the input message will be similar to <word>ESB</word>, the get-
TextContent method will return the value of the word element (ESB in the example
given). The value of the word element is then passed on to the ResponseOptions class
instance D and the response value is logged to the console with Log4j.

 You may wonder why we don’t send the response value back to the sender of
the text message. Because this needs some extra configuration (which we discuss in

Listing 4.11 ServiceMix component that uses Spring’s dependency injection
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section 4.5), we just log the response to the console. The remaining part of the
Spring integration example is the xbean.xml configuration of the simple-bean-su
service unit. Listing 4.12 describes this configuration.

<beans xmlns:bean="http://servicemix.apache.org/bean/1.0"
    xmlns:esb="http://esbinaction.com/examples">

  <bean:endpoint service="esb:simpleSpringComponent" 
      endpoint="simpleSpringEndpoint" 
      bean="#simpleSpringBean"/>

  <bean id="simpleSpringBean"          
      class="esb.chapter4.component.SimpleSpringComponent">
    <property name="responseOptions" ref="responseOptionsBean"/>       
  </bean>

  <bean id="responseOptionsBean"                       
      class="esb.chapter4.component.ResponseOptions">
    <property name="options">
      <map>
        <entry key="EAI" value="Where have you been lately?"/>
        <entry key="XML" value="The lingua franca!"/>
      </map>
    </property>
  </bean>
</beans>

The ServiceMix configuration is similar to the one for Mule in listing 4.7. The
ResponseOptions configuration is exactly the same, as we use Spring in both exam-
ples C. A ResponseOptions instance is injected by Spring in the responseOptions set-
ter method of the SimpleSpringComponent class that we have just discussed B. 

 Because we’ve already deployed the simple-sa service assembly to the ServiceMix
container that also includes the Spring example, we can proceed to test the example.
You can again use a JUnit test, SimpleSpringComponentTest, or use the Swing test cli-
ent to put a message in the simpleSpring.input queue of the ActiveMQ broker. 

 The result of the unit test or the Swing test client should be a log statement in the
ServiceMix console. The log statement should reproduce the word element value
you’ve sent and the corresponding response value as configured in the xbean.xml file
shown in listing 4.12.

 With this final test, we’ve succeeded in implementing some custom logic in both
Mule and ServiceMix. But the custom logic involved just one component—a real-
world integration solution consists of more than one. In the next section, we look at
how these integration solutions can be implemented with message flows.

4.3 Constructing message flows with an ESB
Now that you know how to build components in Mule and ServiceMix, you only need
to learn how to connect these components into complete message flows. We talk
about what a message flow is and which elements it consists of in section 4.3.1. But to

Listing 4.12 ServiceMix configuration that uses a Spring bean
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grasp the basics of constructing message flows, you’ll want to implement a message
flow yourself. In section 4.3.2 we present a case study that involves implementing a
message flow. This case study will be used in the remaining sections of this chapter
(with Mule in section 4.4 and ServiceMix in section 4.5). But let’s not rush and instead
start off with some background.

4.3.1 What is a message flow?

Building an integration solution doesn’t stop with developing components and con-
necting them to one another as we’ve done in sections 3.1 and 3.2. These sections
were merely a ramp for the actual deliverable in an integration solution: the message
flow. To avoid making our discussion too theoretical, we begin with a schematic over-
view of a message flow (figure 4.3).

 In basic terms, a message flow provides an intermediary layer between a service con-
sumer and a service provider. The terminology of service consumer and service provider is
used in the web services and SOA world to indicate which application asks for informa-
tion (the service consumer) and which application provides the information (the ser-
vice provider). In chapter 1 we listed the benefits of an intermediary layer in a
complex IT environment that needs to integrate applications. The implementation
of the intermediary layer is the message flow, which makes sure that the request mes-
sage is delivered at the service provider and the response message is sent back to the
service consumer.

 A typical message exchange between a service consumer and a service provider
consists of a request and a response message. Although there are other message
exchange patterns (MEPs), we use the request-response MEP to explain the concept of
a message flow.

Figure 4.3 Schematic explanation of a message flow, which is the intermediary between a service 
consumer and a service provider
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A typical message flow consists of a request flow for handling the request message and
a response flow for dealing with the response message. Because of the diversity of inte-
gration logic necessary for a particular implementation, it’s not possible to define a
standard structure for a request or a response flow. But as shown in figure 4.3, we can
be sure that a request and a response flow consist of a number of integration logic ser-
vices. You can think of an integration logic service as a piece of work that needs to be
done as part of the request or response handling. This can, for example, be a transfor-
mation of the incoming message to the message format expected by the service pro-
vider. Another example is a message enhancement that consists of retrieving some
extra information from a database. The integration logic services are the conceptual
equivalents of the ESB components discussed in section 4.1.

 In most cases, a message flow consists of multiple integration logic services, so
there’s a need for communication between these services. We look at the details of
linking components in this section. Figure 4.3 shows a straightforward connection
between the various integration logic services. In practice, there will be different paths
for different messages. 

 What also needs explaining is the communication between the service consumer
and the service provider. There should be a clear interface for both the message
exchange between the service consumer and the message flow (the ESB), as well as
between the message flow (the ESB) and the service provider. Often, a WSDL is
regarded as the “silver bullet” of defining interfaces between applications. We, how-
ever, find one part of the WSDL vital: the message definition. Preferably, use XML as
the message exchange format so the message definition can be implemented with an
XML Schema Definition (XSD). 

 Besides the message definition, the message transport protocol should be deter-
mined. When dealing with legacy applications the choice of transport protocols is very
limited, but when dealing with applications that are still under development multiple
options exist. What’s important here is that a transport protocol be chosen that
matches the nonfunctional needs for the service. For example, don’t use plain SOAP
over HTTP when the messages to be exchanged are business critical and shouldn’t be
lost. Chapter 6 explains the various connectivity options, along with their advantages
and disadvantages. Now, let’s move on and discuss a message flow example that will be
implemented in section 4.4 with Mule and in section 4.5 with ServiceMix.

Message exchange pattern (MEP)
The exchange of messages between a service consumer and a service provider can
be described with a message exchange pattern (MEP). Common MEPs are request-
response and one-way in WSDL 1.1 terminology. In WSDL 2.0, request-response is
referred to as in-out and one-way as in-only. MEPs are useful to provide additional
details on the message interface a service provider offers.
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4.3.2 A message flow case study

We’ve discussed a bit of theory about message flows, so we should be ready to make
this knowledge a bit more practical. 

 The context for the case study will be the calculation of the cheapest price for a spe-
cific book at two bookstores, Amazon and Barnes & Noble. As you may recall from fig-
ure 4.3, a message flow can be divided into a request and a response flow. The request
flow starts with sending a message with an International Standard Book Number
(ISBN) to the open source ESB. The ESB will forward this message to the two bookstores
and wait for a response message. The processing of the response message is part of the
response flow of the message flow that we’ll implement. The response flow is triggered
when the two bookstores send a response message containing the price for the book
back to the ESB. These messages are aggregated into one message and then the cheap-
est price is calculated. The name of the bookstore with the least expensive price and
the price amount is then sent back to the initial requestor (see figure 4.4).

 As you can see in figure 4.4, the book price case study is not that simple to imple-
ment in a message flow. But we don’t want only simple examples like the ones in sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2, do we? Let’s walk through the important and complex parts of the
book message flow. A virtual book customer will send a message containing an ISBN to
the ESB. The transport protocol used here could be pretty much anything, but for this
case study we use JMS. When an ISBN message arrives at the JMS queue, the ESB will log
the message for auditing. Then we need to forward the message to the Amazon and

Figure 4.4 An overview of the message flow for the book price case study that involves communication 
with the Amazon and Barnes & Noble bookstores. The example shows a customer that requests the 
cheapest price for a specific book represented as an ISBN.
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Barnes & Noble bookstores. Hohpe and Woolf’s book on Enterprise Integration pat-
terns (EIPs) has defined a number of patterns for these common integration prob-
lems. In figure 4.4, a multicasting router is shown that’s referred to as the Recipient
List pattern in the EIP book. This pattern simply distributes the same message to mul-
tiple endpoints—exactly what we need for our case study. We’ll see later on how this
pattern can be implemented.

 The Amazon bookstore is able to process the message in the same format as the
incoming message. The Barnes & Noble bookstore isn’t capable of processing the
incoming message. This bookstore expects a message in a specific XML format, and
the incoming message has another message format. Therefore, the message is trans-
formed to the XML format before it’s sent to the Barnes & Noble bookstore.

 When the bookstores have processed the ISBN message and found the listed price
for the book corresponding to the ISBN, a response message containing the book
price is returned to the ESB. As we did for the incoming message, we use a JMS trans-
port protocol for communication with the two bookstores. When the response mes-
sages arrive, the messages are first logged for auditing purposes. The response
message of the Amazon bookstore will contain the book price and the corresponding
ISBN in a message format that the ESB is able to process. The Barnes & Noble book-
store message needs to be transformed to the same format as the Amazon response
message before it can be processed.

 Because we must be able to compare the two response messages, we must receive
these two messages at the same time. Without implementing additional functionality,
a message is commonly processed on an individual basis. To be able to combine the
two messages, we can use an aggregator pattern, which is also defined in the EIP book.
The aggregator is able to combine messages with unique element values into one mes-
sage. The aggregator looks at incoming messages for unique values that you can spec-
ify and matches messages with the same unique values into one message. For the book
price case study, we can use the ISBN message as a simple unique value for the aggre-
gator. A condition to use the ISBN message is that only one input message with the
same ISBN message can be processed at once. But for our simple example, this should
be sufficient.

 When the two book price messages are aggregated into one message, the lowest
price can be determined. Eventually, when the lowest price is calculated, a response
message containing the name of the bookstore with the lowest price and the corre-
sponding amount is sent to the initial book customer.

 Now that we’ve discussed the case study, we can proceed with the implementation.
In section 4.4 we look at implementing the book price case study with Mule.

4.4 Implementing a message flow with Mule
In the examples in section 4.1, we’ve already implemented some simple message
flows. The message flows consisted of only one Mule service that consumed user input
from the console; in the last example, a response was also sent to the same console.
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Therefore, these message flows lack a real request and response flow implementation.
In this section, you’ll learn how to implement a full message flow, based on the case
study description given in section 4.3.2. 

4.4.1 Implementing the request flow with Mule

The full implementation of the book price case study will consist of quite a number of
Java classes and a large Mule configuration. As usual, the full source code is available
at the book’s website. Therefore, we don’t show every bit of Java code and Mule con-
figuration in this section, but we focus on the important parts. First we examine the
processing of the incoming ISBN message and the forwarding of the ISBN to the Ama-
zon and Barnes & Noble bookstores. Figure 4.5 shows the Mule configuration for the
request flow.

Figure 4.5 shows a distinction between the Mule container and the ActiveMQ message
broker. The JMS implementation that will supply the queues to communicate with the
book consumer and the two bookstores is provided by ActiveMQ. In the Mule configu-
ration bookquote-config.xml, a message logger class is configured as a Mule compo-
nent that has an inbound router that polls the booksearch.input ActiveMQ queue.
When a message arrives, it’s simply logged with Log4j. This is probably quite familiar
to you by now. The more interesting part of the request flow configuration is the
implementation of the multicasting to the two bookstores. Let’s zoom in to the out-
bound router configuration of the MessageLogger Mule component (listing 4.13).

<service name="BookQuoteLogger">
  <inbound>
    <jms:inbound-endpoint queue="booksearch.input"/>
  </inbound>
  <component class="esb.chapter4.messageflow.mule.MessageLogger" />

Listing 4.13 Outbound routing configuration of the message logger service

Figure 4.5 An overview of the Mule configuration of the request flow for the book price case study. The 
incoming message is logged and forwarded to two endpoints by the multicasting router.
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  <outbound>
    <multicasting-router>                           
      <jms:outbound-endpoint queue="amazon.input"/>
      <jms:outbound-endpoint queue="barnes.input">
        <transformer ref="ISBNToXML"/>
        <transformer ref="ObjectToJMS"/>
      </jms:outbound-endpoint>
    </multicasting-router>
  </outbound>
</service>

In the example in section 4.1 that also used an outbound router, a simple outbound-
pass-through-router was used that just forwards the message to one endpoint. In this
case we need a router that’s able to forward a message to multiple endpoints. In list-
ing 4.13, the multicasting-router is used to implement this functionality B. With
this router, we can configure multiple endpoints to which the message is sent. For the
Amazon bookstore, the message is forwarded to the ActiveMQ input queue, which will
be read by an Amazon service that retrieves the book price for the provided ISBN. For
the Barnes & Noble bookstore, the message is transformed into an XML message.
Because the message just contains an ISBN, it is a simple XML message like this:

<isbn>ISBN number</isbn>

To be able to get the payload of the initial message as sent by the book customer and to
not be dependent on a JMS message instance, the message is first transformed implicitly
into a Java object at the inbound endpoint of the BookQuoteLogger Mule service. This
transformer, org.mule.transport.jms.transformers.JMSMessageToObject, is pro-
vided out of the box, and just retrieves the actual payload of the JMS message. Because
the transformed XML message is once again sent to a JMS queue, the message is changed
back to a JMS message again at the outbound endpoint definition by another standard
transformer, org.mule.transport.jms.transformers.ObjectToJMSMessage.

4.4.2 Implementing the response flow with Mule

More complex logic is implemented in the response flow of the book price case study.
We have to implement functionality to aggregate the two response messages that con-
tain the book prices and to calculate the lowest price of the responses. Let’s start with
a schematic overview of the Mule implementation of the response flow in figure 4.6.

 As you can see in figure 4.6,  this is different from the request flow we discussed in
figure 4.5, isn’t it? Let’s break the response flow of figure 4.6 down to comprehensi-
ble portions. We begin with the two response messages that are received from the
amazon.output and barnes.output queues. The same MessageLogger service used in
the request flow is used to log the incoming messages from Amazon and Barnes &
Noble that consist of a book price, the ISBN, and the bookstore company name.
Before the message is routed to the next Mule service, it is transformed to a Java
object, BookQuote, which has the three message attributes we just mentioned. For the
response message from the Amazon bookstore, we can simply get the payload out of

 B
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the JMS ObjectMessage, but for the Barnes & Noble bookstore, the response message
has to be converted from an XML format to the BookQuote Java object. JiBX is used to
do this transformation; for more details on JiBX, return to chapter 3.
CONFIGURING AND IMPLEMENTING THE AGGREGATOR

The two response messages that are both transformed into a BookQuote POJO are then
sent to a so-called virtual machine queue, vm://aggregateQuote.input. This queue is
hosted inside the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Mule is running in, and is well suited for
high-performance cases. In this case, the queue runs in-memory, but in cases where
reliability is essential, the queue can also be made persistent. This virtual machine
queue is defined in the inbound element of the CheapestPriceCalculator service.

 But before the incoming message is routed to the component implementation, the
two response messages are first aggregated into one message. Because the calculator
must be able to get the book prices of both response messages in order to calculate
the lowest price, the messages are combined into a collection of BookQuote POJOs.
Before we look at the Java implementation of this aggregator component, let’s see
how this can be defined using the Mule configuration (listing 4.14).

<service name="CheapestPriceCalculator">
  <inbound>
    <vm:inbound-endpoint path="aggregateQuotes.input"/>
    <custom-inbound-router                                            
        class="esb.chapter4.messageflow.mule.BookQuoteAggregator"/>
  </inbound>

Listing 4.14 Mule configuration for the cheapest price calculator

Figure 4.6 Overview of the response flow for the book price case study. The two response messages 
from Amazon and Barnes & Noble are logged and aggregated into one message. Then the prices are 
compared and the lowest price is sent back to the customer.

 B
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  <component 
      class="esb.chapter4.messageflow.mule.CheapestPriceCalculator"/> 
  <outbound>
    <outbound-pass-through-router>
      <jms:outbound-endpoint queue="booksearch.output"/>
    </outbound-pass-through-router>
  </outbound>
</service>

You’ve seen quite a few Mule configurations by now, so perhaps you notice that the
main difference here is the use of a custom router B. Mule provides a number of
inbound routers out of the box, but in this case we need some custom logic. We have
to match two incoming messages with the same ISBN and aggregate them into one
message. The aggregated message is eventually passed on to the Java class that calcu-
lates the lowest price C.

 To implement the aggregator, a custom Java class is necessary, but luckily we can
use an aggregator base class that Mule provides: AbstractEventAggregator. Before
looking at the implementation of the BookQuoteAggregator in listing 4.15, remember
that the incoming message for this aggregator is the BookQuote Java object that con-
tains a book price, an ISBN, and a company name.

public class BookQuoteAggregator extends AbstractEventAggregator {

  private static final Logger logger = 
      Logger.getLogger(BookQuoteAggregator.class);

  protected EventCorrelatorCallback getCorrelatorCallback() {
      return new EventCorrelatorCallback()  {

    public MuleMessage aggregateEvents(EventGroup events)    
        throws AggregationException {
      Iterator itEvent = events.iterator();
      Collection<BookQuote> quoteList = new ArrayList<BookQuote>();
      while(itEvent.hasNext()) {
        MuleEvent event = (MuleEvent) itEvent.next();
        BookQuote quote = (BookQuote) 
            event.getMessage().getPayload();
        quoteList.add(quote);
      }
      return new DefaultMuleMessage(quoteList);   
    }

    public EventGroup createEventGroup(MuleEvent event, 
        Object correlationID) {
      return new EventGroup(correlationID, 2);
    }

    public boolean shouldAggregateEvents(EventGroup events) {   
      Iterator itEvent = events.iterator();
      boolean isAmazonPresent = false;
      boolean isBarnesPresent = false;
      while(itEvent.hasNext()) {

Listing 4.15 Implementation of a custom aggregator, the BookQuoteAggregator
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        MuleEvent event = (MuleEvent) itEvent.next();
        BookQuote quote = (BookQuote) 
            event.getMessage().getPayload();
        String companyName = quote.getCompanyName();   
        if("Amazon".equalsIgnoreCase(companyName)) {
          isAmazonPresent = true;
        } else if("BarnesAndNoble".equalsIgnoreCase(companyName)) {
          isBarnesPresent = true;
        }
      }
      return isAmazonPresent && isBarnesPresent;
    }
  };}

  public MessageInfoMapping getMessageInfoMapping() {
      return new MuleMessageInfoMapping() {

    public String getCorrelationId(MuleMessage message) {   
      BookQuote quote = (BookQuote) message.getPayload();
      return quote.getIsbn();
    }
  };}
}

The BookQuoteAggregator consists of quite a bit of code, but this class also provides a
lot of functionality. The base class AbstractEventAggregator already includes the
convenience methods to implement an aggregator, so we only have to implement the
custom logic necessary for matching the two book price messages.

 The first part of the custom aggregator is the aggregation process to create a new
message B. Because we simply need to have the two messages available for the calcu-
lation of the lowest price, we create a collection of the two BookQuote Java objects and
return them as the aggregated Mule message C. 

 The second piece of logic is the implementation of when the group of messages can
be aggregated into one message D and forwarded to the actual component implemen-
tation, in our example the CheapestPriceCalculator. The shouldAggregateEvents
method returns true if all the messages of the same group have arrived and the aggre-
gation can take place, and returns false if there are still messages to be processed. We’re
expecting two response messages, one from Amazon and one from Barnes & Noble, so
we look at the company names of the messages in the group E to determine whether
the aggregation can already start.

 The final part that we have to implement is the logic that matches corresponding
response messages so that eventually the correct response messages are aggregated
into one message F. In this example, the ISBN can be used to match the response
messages. So when an event arrives at this aggregator, the ISBN of the message is
returned as the group identifier. Based on this group identifier, the AbstractEvent-
Aggregator implementation takes care of creating an EventGroup object instance,
where corresponding messages are grouped together. So looking back at the custom
aggregator we’ve just implemented, we think you’ll agree it isn’t as complex as you
may have expected.

Checks for both 
company names E

Gets 
correlation 
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 F
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 To provide a full overview of the functionality implemented to create the low-
est price calculator functionality, listing 4.16 shows CheapestPriceCalculator. It
shouldn’t be too hard to follow, now that we’ve discussed the aggregator example.

public class CheapestPriceCalculator {

  public BookQuote calculate(Collection<BookQuote> quoteList) {   
    BookQuote cheapestQuote = null;
    for(BookQuote quote : quoteList) {
      if(cheapestQuote == null || 
            quote.getPrice() <= cheapestQuote.getPrice()) {   
        cheapestQuote = quote;
      }
    }
    return cheapestQuote;
  }
}

The cheapest price calculator accepts a collection of BookQuote POJOs that were
aggregated in the BookQuoteAggregator as input B. While looping through the list
of BookQuote instances, the cheapest BookQuote instance is kept as a reference C.
The lowest book price message is eventually returned as the output of the calcula-
tor component.
DEPLOYING AND TESTING THE MULE CHEAPEST PRICE CALCULATOR

We’ve implemented all parts of the book price case study for Mule, so we should be
able to the test the whole message flow, right? Well, we’re missing a few important con-
ditions to be able to test the full message flow. We have no book consumer that sends
an ISBN and eventually is able to receive the lowest book price. We also lack an imple-
mentation of the Amazon and Barnes & Noble price search services. 

 In the book’s source code, you can find implementations for these three compo-
nents. The book consumer is simulated with the Swing test client, and the two price
search services, AmazonBookStore and BarnesBookStore, are implemented as JMS
message listeners and producers. The AmazonBookStore and BarnesBookStore mes-
sage listeners are started with the messageflow-spring target in the ch4-examples Ant
build file.

 You also need to start an ActiveMQ message broker by running the activemq script
in the bin directory of the ActiveMQ binary distribution or by running the start-
activeMQ target in the ch4-examples Ant build file. Go ahead and test this Mule mes-
sage flow by executing the messageflow-mule target in the ch4-examples Ant script.
This Ant script compiles the source code, creates and deploys a Mule-deployable JAR
file, and starts Mule with the configuration of the cheapest price example.

 Now we can execute the final step, which means running the Swing test client
that’s able to send a message to the booksearch.input queue. The input of the mes-
sage should be an ISBN of 1010101010 or 9999999999. You can also use the JUnit test
MessageFlowTest to test the message flow example.

Listing 4.16 Implementation of CheapestPriceCalculator
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 The response message of the cheapest price message flow should eventually
include a company name that equals to Amazon or BarnesAndNoble and the lowest
price value. When you receive this message, this means that the full message flow has
executed as designed. If you feel the need to dig into the processing path of the mes-
sage flow, you can look in the console where Mule has started. You should find logging
messages that describe the message flow path.

 Take your time to explore all the parts of the message flow that we’ve just imple-
mented with the Mule source code for this book. We implemented quite a bit of func-
tionality in this section, and we focused on the difficult parts of the case study
implementation. Now you’re ready for more serious integration challenges with Mule
in the chapters that follow. But first, we implement the same case study with Service-
Mix. The ServiceMix case study implementation should give you a good feeling about
the similarities and differences between Mule and ServiceMix. And it will make you
even more knowledgeable about open source integration technologies in general.

4.5 Implementing a message flow with ServiceMix
In section 4.2 we implemented a small message flow. The example used a component
that consumes messages from an ActiveMQ queue, and we included a small piece of
custom logic that logged the incoming message to the console. When you look back at
the theory behind the message flow concept, this functionality is similar to the request
flow part of a message flow. So what’s missing here is an endpoint where the request is
sent to and a response flow that takes care of routing the response message produced
by the endpoint back to the initial sender. In this section, we implement a full message
flow, including a request flow and a response flow.

4.5.1 Implementing the request flow with ServiceMix
We use the price case study described in section 4.3.2 again as the integration problem
that we need to solve, this time with ServiceMix. In section 4.2 we discussed the project
layout and the JBI binding components and service engines, so we don’t do that here
again. Let’s step through the ServiceMix implementation of the price case study by first
discussing the request flow and then the response flow. Figure 4.7 kicks off the solution
implementation with an overview of the request flow implementation.

 The solution as shown in figure 4.7 is divided into the service unit packages as they
will be deployed eventually on ServiceMix. The packages have the names of the ser-
vice engines and the binding component to which the service units are deployed. One
binding component and one service engine will be familiar to you: the servicemix-
jms and the servicemix-bean JBI components. The request flow will start with an
incoming message at the booksearch.input queue that you see in the left portion of
figure 4.7. The numbers that are included in the figure can guide you with the execu-
tion order. We include them only as a functional guidance; the numbers don’t repre-
sent the runtime execution order. For example, the message logger bean could be
executed after the JMS provider for the Amazon service is executed.
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CONFIGURING A STATIC RECIPIENT LIST

A JMS endpoint is configured within ServiceMix that consumes the incoming message
and passes it on to the eip:static-recipient-list component. This component uses
the EIP package that ServiceMix provides with the servicemix-eip service engine. The
static recipient list is able to send the same message on to multiple destinations, and
that’s exactly what we need here. The incoming message should be logged to the con-
sole and then forwarded to the Amazon and Barnes & Noble bookstores. The configu-
ration of the static recipient list is shown in listing 4.17.

<beans xmlns:eip="http://servicemix.apache.org/eip/1.0"   
    xmlns:esb="http://esbinaction.com/examples">

  <eip:static-recipient-list service="esb:bookRecipientPipeline"   
      endpoint="bookRecipientPipelineEndpoint">
    <eip:recipients>
      <eip:exchange-target service="esb:loggerComponent"/>
      <eip:exchange-target service="esb:amazonRequest"/>
      <eip:exchange-target service="esb:transformBarnesPipeline"/>

Listing 4.17 ServiceMix configuration for the static recipient list

Figure 4.7 The request flow implementation of the price case study with ServiceMix. The incoming 
message is logged and forwarded to the Amazon and Barnes & Noble endpoints.
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 C
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    </eip:recipients>
  </eip:static-recipient-list>
</beans>

The servicemix-eip service engine uses a separate ServiceMix namespace, http://
servicemix.apache.org/eip/1.0 B, as is common practice for every service engine
or binding component within ServiceMix. The configuration of the static recipient list
pattern is pretty simple in ServiceMix C. We only have to configure the list of destina-
tions (called exchange targets) for the incoming message. The service attribute of
the exchange target points to the destination where the message must be sent. You
already learned how to use service names in section 4.2.

 The MessageLogger implementation that takes care of the logging functionality is
similar to the logging implementation in section 4.2. The message to the Amazon
bookstore is just forwarded to a JMS endpoint that produces a new message on the
amazon.input queue. 

IMPLEMENTING AND CONFIGURING A MESSAGE TRANSFORMER

For the Barnes & Noble bookstore, we first have to transform the message into the
proper XML message format. Because the XSLT transformation uses an in-out mes-
sage exchange type, we have to deal with an in-only message exchange that’s used by
the JMS endpoint of the Barnes & Noble request message. Before we can execute the
XSLT transformation, the message exchange type first has to be changed with a pipe-
line component. 

The pipeline component is an essential part when dealing with different types of mes-
sage exchanges within ServiceMix. JMS endpoints typically use an in-only message
exchange as they only accept incoming messages and don’t give back a response mes-
sage. On the other hand, a lot of the service engines use an in-out message exchange

The ServiceMix pipeline component
The pipeline component is able to accept an in-only message exchange to be for-
warded to an in-out message exchange, where the result of the in-out call is for-
warded to a destination that can be configured in the pipeline configuration. When
you implement message flows with ServiceMix or JBI in general, the trigger of the
flow can expect a response message (an in-out exchange), or the trigger expects
no answer back (an in-only exchange). An asynchronous communication style is
predominant in an enterprise integration environment, so the message exchange
pattern is in many integration cases in-only. But some of the components that need
to be used in the message flow implementation may require an in-out message
exchange. For situations where you need to perform an in-out message exchange
from an in-only message exchange, a pipeline can be used. The pipeline converts
the in-only exchange into an in-out exchange and forwards the result of the in-out
exchange to a configurable destination.
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type as they accept incoming messages and return response messages. Listing 4.18
shows the configuration for the pipeline that calls the Saxon component.

<eip:pipeline service="esb:transformBarnesPipeline"
    endpoint="transformBarnesPipelineEndpoint">
  <eip:transformer>
    <eip:exchange-target service="esb:transformToBarnes" />   
  </eip:transformer>
  <eip:target>
    <eip:exchange-target service="esb:barnesRequest" />   
  </eip:target>
</eip:pipeline>

Notice that the service name for this pipeline corresponds with the last target of the
static recipient list that was shown in listing 4.17. With the transformer element, the tar-
get service that requires an in-out message exchange is configured B. This service is
implemented with the Saxon JBI component that we’ll discuss shortly. With the target
element, the target service for the response message of the Saxon JBI component can be
configured C. The target service barnesRequest is implemented with a JMS endpoint.

 Now that we’ve transformed the message exchange from in-only to in-out with the
pipeline configuration, we’re able to implement the actual transformation. Figure 4.8
shows the XSLT transformation performed here.

 The XSLT transformation used in the book price case study is implemented with
the ServiceMix Saxon JBI component. The Saxon JBI component is able to transform
an incoming message based on a XSLT style sheet. Figure 4.8 shows a simple XSLT style
sheet that transforms the incoming ISBN into an isbn-number element. The function-
ality implemented here is not so difficult, and the same setup could also be used to
perform more complex XSLT transformations. Listing 4.19 shows the xbean.xml con-
figuration for the XSLT transformation.

Listing 4.18 Pipeline configuration for the in-out invocation of the Saxon component

 B

 C

Figure 4.8 Transformation of the ISBN message incoming format to the message format as expected 
by the Barnes & Noble bookstore
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<beans xmlns:saxon="http://servicemix.apache.org/saxon/1.0"
    xmlns:esb="http://esbinaction.com/examples">

  <saxon:xslt service="esb:transformToBarnes"   
      endpoint="toBarnesEndpoint"
      resource="classpath:IsbnToBarnes.xslt" />   
</beans>

You can see that the value of the service attribute B of this XSLT transformer,
esb:transformToBarnes, is referenced from the configuration shown in the trans-
former element in listing 4.18. Because the XSLT style sheet IsbnToBarnes.xslt is pro-
vided in the classpath of the service unit distribution, we can reference the
IsbnToBarnes.xslt file directly C. 

 The result of the XSLT transformation will be sent to the target service configura-
tion of listing 4.18, which is a JMS endpoint. You can find the configuration of the JMS
endpoints and the MessageLogger bean in this book’s source code. We’ve discussed
the details of these configurations in section 4.2. 

4.5.2 Implementing the response flow with ServiceMix

Let’s move on to the response flow. This implementation must be able to consume the
response messages of the Amazon and Barnes & Noble bookstores, log these mes-
sages, aggregate them into one message, calculate the cheapest offering, and eventu-
ally return this offering to the book customer. This is quite a lot of functionality, so
let’s begin the walkthrough of the response flow (figure 4.9).

 The response flow in figure 4.9 consists of an impressive group of ServiceMix func-
tionalities. When we compare the response flow with the request flow in figure 4.7,
the main difference is the aggregator and the number of pipelines. Let’s start with the
order of functionality that’s processed when the response flow is executed. The
response flow is triggered by two response messages arriving from the Amazon book-
store at the amazon.output JMS queue and from the Barnes & Noble bookstore at the
barnes.output JMS queue. 

 The incoming message from the Barnes & Noble bookstore is first transformed
with an XSLT component. This is the same functionality that we saw in the request
flow implementation. So again, we use a pipeline to transform the in-only message
exchange of the JMS endpoint to an in-out message exchange needed by the Saxon
XSLT transformer. (We don’t discuss the details here again.)
IMPLEMENTING THE AGGREGATOR

You may be wondering why the message exchange with the AggregateMessageLogger
is in-out and not in-only, as in the request message flow. Why is a pipeline component
necessary to transform the in-only message exchange initiated by the JMS consumers
to an in-out message exchange to invoke the logger component? In most cases, a log-
ger component requires just an in-only as it consumes a message and doesn’t produce

Listing 4.19 Saxon XSLT configuration

 B

 C
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a response message. Well, AggregateMessageLogger does a bit more than just log the
message contents. 

 Because we use a standard ServiceMix aggregator to group the two incoming
response messages from Amazon and Barnes & Noble, we need to set some additional
message properties. This standard aggregator is part of the splitter/aggregator func-
tionality that ServiceMix provides. So messages are first divided into multiple smaller
messages and eventually the aggregator groups the smaller messages into a large mes-
sage again. Because we didn’t have to use splitter functionality, we must set some
message properties that otherwise the splitter would have done. (We could’ve also cre-
ated a new aggregator implementation, but that approach would make this example
unnecessarily complex.)

 The AggregatorMessageLogger implementation uses the functionality of the
servicemix-bean service engine. You saw some examples of such an implementa-
tion in section 4.2, but we’re using different functionality this time (see listing 4.20).

public void onMessageExchange(MessageExchange exchange) 
    throws MessagingException {

Listing 4.20 AggregatorMessageLogger implementation

Figure 4.9 The response flow implementation of the book price case study. The incoming book quotes 
from Amazon and Barnes & Noble are logged and aggregated. Then the lowest price is calculated and 
sent back to the customer.
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  if (exchange.getStatus() != ExchangeStatus.ACTIVE) {
    logger.info("state is not active so ignoring call");
    return;
  }
  Element payloadElem = null;
  try {
    Source contentSource = getInMessage(exchange).getContent();
    payloadElem = sourceTransformer.toDOMElement(    
        contentSource);                           
  } catch(Exception e) {
    logger.error("error while reading payload", e);
    throw new MessagingException(e);
  }
  BookQuote bookQuote = QuoteMessageHelper.          
      unmarshallQuote(payloadElem);           
  logger.info("received quote " + bookQuote.getIsbn() + ", " 
      + bookQuote.getPrice() + ", " 
          + bookQuote.getCompanyName());
  NormalizedMessage outMessage =         
      exchange.createMessage();         
  try {
    outMessage.setContent(new StringSource(
        QuoteMessageHelper.marshallQuote(bookQuote)));
  } catch(Exception e) {
    logger.error("error while setting content in out message", e);
    throw new MessagingException(e);
  }
  outMessage.setProperty(                            
      "org.apache.servicemix.eip.splitter.corrid",  
          bookQuote.getIsbn());                     
  Integer aggregatorIndex = null;
  if("Amazon".equalsIgnoreCase(bookQuote.getCompanyName())) {
    aggregatorIndex = new Integer(0);
  } else if("BarnesAndNoble".equalsIgnoreCase(
      bookQuote.getCompanyName())) {
    aggregatorIndex = new Integer(1);
  }
  outMessage.setProperty(                           
      "org.apache.servicemix.eip.splitter.index",   
          aggregatorIndex);                         
  outMessage.setProperty(                           
      "org.apache.servicemix.eip.splitter.count",   
          new Integer(2));                          
  exchange.setMessage(outMessage, "out");
  channel.send(exchange);
}

Only the onMessageExchange method implementation is shown in listing 4.20. The
logger, transformer, and channel instantiation were already shown in listings 4.8 and
4.11 in section 4.2. In this method implementation, the contents of the incoming mes-
sage are first transformed to an XML representation as a Document Object Model
(DOM) object B. This makes it easier to process the contents of the message for the
rest of the method implementation. Then the DOM object instance is transformed to
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Sets message 
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a BookQuote JavaBean with an isbn, a price, and a companyName attribute C. Now we
can easily log the message contents with Log4j to the console.

 To be able to set some message properties needed for the ServiceMix aggregator
implementation, we created a response message D. First the contents of the incoming
message are just copied to the outgoing message. We don’t want to change this part of
the message. What needs to be added are some message properties, including a corre-
lation identifier for the group of messages that need to be aggregated into one
grouped message E. As with the Mule implementation, we use the ISBN for the corre-
lation identifier. For real-world implementations, you’d certainly choose a better and
more unique correlation identifier here.

 Another property that needs to be set for the aggregator is the message index. This
is needed by the aggregator to determine whether every message of the group has
been received. For this example, we just give the Amazon message a message index of
0 and the Barnes & Noble message a message index of 1. The index is then set with
the index attribute F. The last property that needs to be set is the number of mes-
sages that have to be aggregated into one message. This is done by setting the count
attribute G.
CONFIGURING THE SERVICE UNITS

We have yet to discuss configuring the pipeline that accepts messages from the
Amazon response queue and the XSLT transformation, invokes the message logger,
and routes the result to the aggregator component. This configuration is shown in
listing 4.21.

<eip:pipeline service="esb:quoteLoggingPipeline" 
    endpoint="quoteLoggingPipelineEndpoint">
  <eip:transformer>                                              
    <eip:exchange-target service="esb:aggregateLoggerComponent"/>
  </eip:transformer>
  <eip:target>                                           
    <eip:exchange-target service="esb:quoteAggregator"/>
  </eip:target>
</eip:pipeline>

As shown with the eip:transformer element configuration B, the pipeline first
invokes the AggregatorLoggerComponent from listing 4.9. With the eip:target con-
figuration C, you can set the target service for the response message received from
the AggregatorLoggerComponent. The pipeline component is used in many exam-
ples in this book as it is essential in invoking in-out components from an in-only mes-
sage exchange.

 The next component, the split-aggregator, is invoked in the response flow when
the pipeline in listing 4.21 receives a response from the special logger component.
Because we enhanced the logging component with the creation of three aggregator-
related properties (the correlation identifier, message index, and group size), we can

Listing 4.21 Pipeline configuration for the message logger

 B

 C
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use the standard aggregator provided by ServiceMix. We only need to configure this
aggregator (see listing 4.22).

<eip:split-aggregator service="esb:quoteAggregator"   
    endpoint="quoteAggregatorEndpoint">
  <eip:target>
    <eip:exchange-target service="esb:cheapestPricePipeline"/>   
  </eip:target>
</eip:split-aggregator>

The service name of the aggregator configuration B corresponds to the target desti-
nation configuration of the pipeline in listing 4.21. This links the pipeline component
and the aggregator component to each other. There’s no need to configure addi-
tional properties; we can just pass the result of the aggregation to the next component
in the response flow, which is another pipeline C.

 The cheapestPricePipeline invokes the CheapestPriceCalculator bean compo-
nent and passes the response message to the last point in the response flow, which is
the JMS endpoint that produces a JMS message to the booksearch.output queue. The
pipeline configuration is similar to the configuration in listing 4.21 and therefore isn’t
included here. The configuration of all three pipelines and the aggregator are com-
bined into one xbean.xml configuration for the servicemix-eip service engine. We
discussed the logic inside the CheapestPriceCalculator in the Mule example, but
because we have to deal with a message exchange for ServiceMix, we explore the
details in listing 4.23.

public class CheapestPriceCalculator extends ComponentSupport
      implements MessageExchangeListener {

  private static final Logger logger = 
      Logger.getLogger(CheapestPriceCalculator.class);
  private SourceTransformer sourceTransformer = 
      new SourceTransformer();
  @Resource
  private DeliveryChannel channel;

  public void onMessageExchange(MessageExchange exchange)
        throws MessagingException {
    if (exchange.getStatus() != ExchangeStatus.ACTIVE) {
      logger.info("state is not active so ignoring call");
      return;
    }
    Element payloadElem = null; 
    Source contentSource = null;
    try {                                    
      contentSource = getInMessage(exchange).getContent();
      payloadElem = sourceTransformer.toDOMElement(          
          contentSource);                                    
    } catch(Exception e) {

Listing 4.22 ServiceMix aggregator configuration

Listing 4.23 Implementation of the CheapestPriceCalculator bean
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      logger.error("error while reading payload", e);
    }
    BookQuote cheapestQuote = null;
    NodeList aggregateList = payloadElem.getChildNodes();
    for(int i = 0; i < aggregateList.getLength(); i++) {
      Node aggregateNode = aggregateList.item(i);         
      Node childNode = aggregateNode.getFirstChild();
      BookQuote bookQuote = QuoteMessageHelper.unmarshallQuote(
          childNode);
      if(cheapestQuote == null || bookQuote.getPrice().floatValue()
          < cheapestQuote.getPrice().floatValue()) {
        cheapestQuote = bookQuote;    
      }
    }
    NormalizedMessage outMessage = exchange.createMessage();
    try {
      outMessage.setContent(new StringSource(   
          QuoteMessageHelper.marshallQuote(     
              cheapestQuote)));                 
    } catch(Exception e) {
      logger.error("error setting content on cheapest " +
          "bookstore response message", e);
    }
    exchange.setMessage(outMessage, "out");
    channel.send(exchange);
  }
}

Because the aggregated message produced by the AggregatorMessageLogger in list-
ing 4.20 is sent across the ServiceMix container as a normalized message, we have to
work with XML message content that contains both the price response from the Ama-
zon as well as the Barnes and Noble bookstores. Therefore, we first transform the
input message to a DOM structure B. 

 The root element of the input message contains two child elements that contain
the price responses. So the next step is to loop through these two price responses to
be able to determine which is the lowest C. When the price of the response message
is the lowest, we store the unmarshaled BookQuote instance into a local variable D.

 Now that we’ve determined the lowest price, the response message can be con-
structed and the message content must be filled. Therefore, we must marshal the low-
est book quote message into an XML message E. Because we marshal the BookQuote
instance to an XML String representation, we use the StringSource message type.
The response message is then sent to the JMS output queue.
DEPLOYING AND TESTING THE SERVICEMIX CHEAPEST PRICE CALCULATOR

Let’s proceed to the test phase of our solution. The test resembles the one we used in
the Mule example. We also use two message listeners, AmazonBookStore and Barnes-
BookStore, for testing our ServiceMix solution. To trigger the implemented message
flow, we can also use a JUnit test case, MessageFlowTest, or we can use the Swing test
client, which produces a message that includes a simple ISBN to the booksearch.
input queue.
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 With all the code in place, we just have to deploy the solution to the running
ServiceMix container. You can start the ServiceMix container with the default target in
the Ant build file ch4-examples.xml. When the container has started, the deploy-
messageflow target can be used to build and deploy the lowest price service assembly.
To start the Amazon and Barnes and Noble JMS listeners, you have to run the
messageflow-spring target.

 Let’s execute the JUnit test class esb.chapter4.messageflow.MessageFlowTest,
available in the test directory of the book’s source code. Alternatively, you can use the
Swing test client to trigger the message flow. You should see logging statements in the
console in your execution environment as well as in the ServiceMix container console.
In the console of the JUnit test or in the Swing test client, you should eventually see a
“received lowest quote” message with some contents displayed. This means that the
message flow has executed successfully.

 Take your time to examine the full implementation of this message flow in the
source code. The implementation consists of many different parts, so it’s a good idea
to play with the source distribution for some time in order to fully grasp the details.
Once you feel confident about all the parts of this message flow, you’ll have made a
giant step toward becoming a ServiceMix developer.

4.6 Interlude: Spring Integration
Before we end this chapter, we discuss another integration framework that contains
some promising features: Spring Integration. We know it’s already been a long ride so
far; therefore, we’ll keep the example simple and the level introductory. Spring Inte-
gration is a new framework provided by the Spring Framework; at the time of this writ-
ing, the project has released the fifth milestone for the 1.0 release. So the information
in this section is a sneak preview of what you can expect of the Spring Integration
framework.

 We all know that Spring is an important and widely used framework for application
development. The framework started as a dependency injection (DI) or inversion of
control (IoC) project, but gradually a lot of other functionality was added, including
web frameworks, web services support, persistency functionality, and messaging tem-
plates. And you’ve seen how Mule and ServiceMix also use Spring functionality—for
example, for the XML configuration implementation.

 What Spring lacked was an abstraction layer that made it easy to configure JMS or
file listeners, for example, and to implement functionality like routing and transfor-
mation. Well, this is exactly what the Spring Integration framework offers. Based on
the functionality already offered by the Spring Framework, an abstraction layer has
been added to support the Enterprise Integration patterns defined by Hohpe and
Woolf. Therefore, the Spring Integration framework fits quite nicely into the same
area as Mule and ServiceMix, but it’s still maturing. Let’s take a quick look.
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4.6.1 A quick example with Spring Integration

As you might expect, the Spring Integration configuration uses an XML file. In addi-
tion, a number of annotations are provided to define routing functionality. But just
talking about a framework isn’t a good way to gain insight into the functionality, so we
show an example. We send a hello message to either Ross, the founder of Mule, or
Guillaume, the project lead for ServiceMix. If the message is “hello Ross”, it goes to
Ross; if the message is “hello Guillaume”, it goes to Guillaume.

 First, let’s implement the router that will send the hello message to the right per-
son. Let’s name this router HelloRouter and implement it according to listing 4.24.

@MessageEndpoint(input="hello")   
public class HelloRouter {

  @Router
  public String resolvePerson(String message) {   
    if(message.indexOf("Ross") != null) {
      return "ross";
    } else {
      Return "guillaume";
    }
  }
}

Notice that the router is a POJO component with two annotations provided by the
Spring Integration framework. The MessageEndpoint annotation B is used to relate
the routing implementation class to a message channel. This message channel is
defined in the Spring XML configuration that we see in listing 4.25. Then the
resolvePerson method C that determines the target channel is annotated with
Router. This means that the Spring Integration framework knows that the output of
this method will be a channel name where the incoming message must be routed.
Now let’s look at the XML configuration for this example (listing 4.25).

<beans:beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration"
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
 xmlns:beans="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"
 xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
   http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-2.5.xsd
  http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration
   http://www.springframework.org/schema/integration/
      spring-integration-1.0.xsd
  http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
   http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/spring-context-2.5.xsd">

  <message-bus/>           
  <annotation-driven/>

Listing 4.24 Spring Integration Implementation of HelloRouter

Listing 4.25 The XML configuration for the Spring Integration hello example
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  <channel id="hello"/>      
  <channel id="ross"/>
  <channel id="guillaume"/>

  <beans:bean id="helloBean"                        
      class="esb.chapter4.springintegration.HelloBean">
    <beans:property name="helloChannel" ref="hello"/>
  </beans:bean>
</beans:beans>

The Spring XML file is where we configure the message bus and its message channels.
The first element, message-bus B, instantiates the message bus container that will
host the message channels to exchange messages. We also define a number of chan-
nels here, which we also used in listing 4.24. The hello channel C is used to send the
hello message to the hello router. It’s easy to define Spring beans and inject channels
as properties in these beans D. We use the hello bean to send the hello message to
the hello message channel according to this code snippet:

public class HelloBean {
  private MessageChannel helloChannel;
  public void setHelloChannel(MessageChannel helloChannel) {
    this.helloChannel = helloChannel;
  }
  public void sendHello(String message) {
    helloChannel.send(new GenericMessage(message));
  }
}

To complete the example, we need two beans to listen to the ross and guillaume
channels. Here’s a simple implementation of such a bean:

@MessageEndpoint(input="ross")
public class RossBean {

  public void hello(String message) {
    System.out.println("Ross received " + message);
  }
}

To be able to test the example, we can use a simple application that starts the Spring
context and invokes the sendHello method of the HelloBean class, as in the following
code snippet:

public static void main(String[] args) {
  AbstractApplicationContext context = new 
      FileSystemXmlApplicationContext("hello.xml");
  context.start();
  HelloBean helloBean = (HelloBean) context.getBean("helloBean");
  // no offence to Guillaume intended here :-)
  helloBean.sendHello("Hello Ross");
}

Based on an XML configuration and a few Spring beans, we were able to imple-
ment the functionality. This simple example doesn’t show complex enterprise inte-
gration functionality, but shows the foundation of the Spring Integration framework.

Defines hello 
channelC

Defines hello bean with 
channel reference

D
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We’ll keep an eye on the progress of the Spring Integration framework; because it’s
so easy to configure integration logic, it can be a suitable framework for integra-
tion challenges. 

4.7 Summary
If you feel a bit overwhelmed by all the examples in this chapter, don’t worry. In upcom-
ing chapters, you’ll see more examples that have many similarities with the examples
from this chapter. As you progress in this book, you’ll become familiar with configuring
and using Mule and ServiceMix. You have already made a big step in this chapter.

 We discussed how to develop custom logic in the first two sections of this chapter.
The chapter started off by explaining how to implement your own components with
Mule. As you may recall, this was fairly easy as the components are just simple POJOs.
After examining a simple component implementation, we explored the integration
with the Spring Framework. Because Mule 2.x uses Spring as its standard container,
this integration is provided with no additional cost. So we were easily able to develop
components with Spring’s dependency injection.

 In section 4.2, you saw that with the servicemix-bean service engine, developing
custom logic with ServiceMix is not hard. The difference with the Mule approach is
that the class implementation in ServiceMix has dependencies to the ServiceMix
framework. We also examined JBI message exchanges, source transformers, and other
JBI/ServiceMix logic. But as we progressed, you learned that the implementation isn’t
that difficult. And using Spring is also easy, because ServiceMix provides Spring inte-
gration out of the box.

 You saw that it’s not difficult to implement a challenging case study with Mule
and ServiceMix. We were even able to test the implementation fairly easily. Now
that we’ve reached the end of this chapter, you should be able to build a small solu-
tion by yourself.

 We haven’t discussed typical enterprise integration functionality like message rout-
ing yet. In the next chapter, we look at some interesting functionality that you’ll need
every time you implement message flows. We talk about the various kinds of routing
functionality that Mule and ServiceMix offers, and we present some examples. Other
topics we discuss are message validation, transformation, and enhancement. So take a
breath and we’ll hop on to chapter 5 and look at how you can work with messages in
an open source ESB.






